The predicate-argument structure of the sentence provides the description of some eventuality. Aspectual operators are modifiers whose input and output is a set of eventualities. The tense operator locates the eventuality in ' Bach (1986) introduces the term 'eventuality' to generalize over states, processes, and events.
NEGATION IN SENTENCE AND DISCOURSE
In temporal semantics, affirmative sentences are taken to introduce new eventualities into the discourse representation.' Eventualities are located in time with respect to the speech time and other events that are part of the narrative structure. We extend this model of interpretation to negative sentences, and claim that they refer to negative states of affairs. This position requires some motivation, for the predominant view seems to be that negative sentences do not describe eventualities (Kamp & Reyle 1993; Asher 1993) . Given that we implement our analysis in the framework of Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) developed by Kamp & Reyle (1993) , it is worthwhile running through their argumentation. Kamp The predicate-argument structure of the sentence provides the description of some eventuality. Aspectual operators are modifiers whose input and output is a set of eventualities. The tense operator locates the eventuality in time. In English, aspectual operators are optional, and they allow recursion, which is why we use the Kleene star to indicate zero, one, or more operations. According to Kamp & Reyle (1993: 546-55), negation is not an aspectual operator, and we do not need to introduce a discourse referent for negative sentences as a whole in order to obtain the correct interpretation for sentences containing frame adverbials such as on Sunday, compare:
(2) a. Mary wrote a letter on Sunday.
b. Mary didn't write a letter on Sunday.
In Mary didn't write a letter on Sunday. 1 We assume sufficient familiarity with DRT that the reader can interpret these DRSs with the informal explanation provided. The construction rules and the verification procedure are spelled out in the Appendix
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Temporal nouns like Sunday introduce an interval t' into the DRS, and the condition that t' is a Sunday (typically the most recent Sudnay in a past tense context). The preposition on identifies t' with the location time t of the eventuality e. The past tense introduces the condition that t precedes the speech time now. t -< n. Events are included in their location time, which is captured by the condition: e C t. This leads to an inclusive or existential interpretation of the frame adverbial in Figure 1 . The negation operator in Figure 2 is generated lower than tense, but high enough to take scope over the event variable. As a result, we obtain the interpretation that no event of Mary writing a letter is included in last Sunday. This corresponds with a idurative or universal interpretation of on Sunday in (2b): the negative sentence is true for the entire Sunday. Given that stative sentences trigger durative readings of locating time adverbials, the universal reading of (2b) has been taken as an argument in favor, of the claim that negative sentences denote states (Verkuyl 1993:163) . However, in Kamp & Reyle's approach, it is not necessary to interpret negative sentences as states to derive the correct meaning of (2b). Negation introduces a subordinate box, but the temporal structure of the negative sentence is the same as that of its affirmative counterpart Kamp In Figure 3 , we negate the existence of an event e' following e, so there is no event of Bill smiling for some contextually determined period of time t' after Mary's looking at him (Kamp & Reyle 1993: S5 In section 2, we will raise some problems for Kamp and Reyle's analysis of English, and go on to discuss negative sentences in French. French is interesting because its aspectual system interacts with negation in ways which support the existence of an eventuality referent outside the scope of negation. Section 3 treats both negation.and adverbs of quantification like always as eventuality description modifiers, which map sets of eventualities on to sets of eventualities. A recursive rule guarantees that they introduce their own stative discourse referent Section 4 shows that aspectual operators like the Perfect/Progressive enter into scope ambiguities with logical operators like negation and quantification because they are of the same semantic type. No scope ambiguities are observed in French: the Passe Simple and the Imparfait always take wide scope. This motivates their treatment as aspectually sensitive tense operators. Section 5 works out the consequences of these aspectual differences for negative sentences at the discourse leveL In both English and French, a context-sensitive process of coercion is available. Rhetorical relations between sentences at the discourse level can trigger reinterpretation of the negative state as an event However, rhetorical relations are constrained by aspect Our account of the smile examples in the two languages is then based on our analysis of the differences between the aspectual systems of English and French. Kamp & Reyle (1993) Figures 3 and 4) . Accordingly, we expect subsequent sentences to be attached to the same reference point as the negative sentence. Thus Kamp & Reyle's treatment of negative events as subordinated to the main story-line implies that the negative sentences should be dispensable as far as temporal structure is concerned. However, the discourses in (6) become incoherent if we leave out the negative sentence: (6) a. The plane exploded. But John didn't panic On the contrary, he was very calm, b. John invited all his friends. They didn't show up. John decided to go out into the street and bring in all the homeless from the neighbourhood, c John invited all his friends. They didn't show up, although they had promised to come.
NEGATION IN ENGLISH AND FRENCH

Discourse structure of negative sentences
In (6a) the state of being calm overlaps with the not panicking, rather than with the event of the plane exploding. (6b) relates a sequence of events, one of which is a negative one. It is the friends not showing up which triggers John's decision to go out in the street and bring in all the homeless. This makes it impossible to directly attach the last sentence to the first one. Finally, the pluperfect in (6c) locates the promise before the not showing up, and world knowledge suggests that the promise follows the invitation.
Under the null hypothesis, it is unclear how we can account for the way negative sentences update the context in narrative sequences like those in (6) because negative sentences are not supposed to shift the reference time.
Negation and aspectuality in French
More problems for the null hypothesis arise if we take into account the discourse structure of negative sentences in a language like French. Let us first point out that the French discourses in (7) and (8) The Passe Simple (PS) in (7a) suggests that Paul smiled after Marie looked at him, possibly as a reaction to her looking at Him. The Imparfait (IMP) in the second sentence of (7b) describes a state of Paul smiling which overlaps with the event of Marie looking at him This is in line with the well-established view that Passe Simple sentences refer to events in the DRS, and Imparfait sentences denote states (Kamp 1981; Kamp & Rohfer 1983; Molendijk 1990 , de Swart 1998a . States include the current reference time provided by a preceding event sentence. In a sequence of event sentences, an event typically moves the reference time, and gives a further development of the story-line. There is no difference between affirmative and negative sentences in this respect The sequence of Passe Simple sentences in (8a) describes succession of events, whereas (8b) states that Paul's not-smiling temporally includes Marie's looking at him. In order to represent these examples in DRT, we have to decide where the information contributed by the Passe Simple and the Imparfait comes in. We assume with Vet (1994) that French also follows the general schema in (1). If we propose a treatment of the Passe Simple/Imparfait as aspectual operators which function in ways similar to the Progressive, we could develop DRSs for (8a) and (b) which look similar to the ones given in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. As a result, we would predict that the temporal relations which hold between the two sentences in (7) are not affected when the second sentence is replaced by its negative counterpart, as Crucially, the null hypothesis implies that aspectual information always takes narrow scope with respect to negation. This assumption is necessary to preserve the claim that the temporal structure of a discourse involving a negative sentence is derived from the one involving its affirmative counterpart We already observed that this assumption is problematic for English (c£ 5). Similar problems arise with respect to the French discourses in (9): (9) a. Paul alluma la lampe. II faisait tres dair dans la piece (maintenant).
Paul If negative sentences do not introduce a top-level discourse referent, they do not move the reference time forward. Therefore, the null hypothesis predicts that the reference time in both (11) and (10b) remains at the initial event reported in the Passe Simple. Paul's disappointment is not naturally interpreted as anaphorically dependent on his getting worked up, so this approach could explain the infelicitous nature of (11). However, (10b) is perfectly coherent, and conveys that Paul became disappointed when it was clear that his guests were definitely not coming. The null hypothesis is unable to explain the contrast between (10b) and (11).
The discourses in (12) and (13) illustrate that we can go one step farther and construct discourses which are incoherent if we use an affirmative sentence in the Imparfait, but which regain their coherence with a negative sentence. This is hard to explain under the view that the temporal structure of a negative sentence is derived from its affirmative counterpart. 
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n s t t' x y t" t-<n set so t this morning(t') t = t' Jean(x) Pauline(y) s:| x PROG(run) after y t"-< n e eCt eCt" e:| xcatchy What these observations suggest is that the interaction between the Progressive and negation is different from the interaction between the Imparfait and negation. It may be true that the Progressive takes narrow scope with respect to negation (compare section 4.1 below for motivation), but this is not the case of the Imparfait In fact, we will argue that the Passe Simple and the Imparfait always take wide scope with respect to negation (compare section 4.3 below). As a result, we cannot derive the temporal structure of a negative sentence in the Passe Simple or the Imparfait from their affirmative counterpart Moreover, the examples discussed in this section show that negative sentences in the Imparfait refer to states, whereas negative sentences in the Passe Simple describe events. The difference in aspectual nature combined with the claim that the Passe Simple and the Imparfait take wide scope with respect to negation shows that negative sentences must refer to eventualities just like affirmative sentences.
This raises the question how to formulate the construction rule for negative sentences in such a way that we obtain this discourse referent In section 3, we define a recursive rule for the introduction of eventuality variables, in ways similar to what has been proposed for quantification over events (Partee 1984 ; de Swart 1991).
NEGATION AND QUANTIFICATION IN EVENT SEMANTICS
The domain of eventualities
We interpret tenseless clauses as denoting sets of eventualities, that is members of the domain of eventualities £. A verb which has all its argument places filled by either constants or variables describes an atomic eventuality description. 3 Such eventualities are conceived of as minimal: the eventuality does not contain anything in addition to what is supported by the predicate-argument structure. The domain £ of eventualities is partially ordered by a part-whole relation Q e and a precedence relation -<. There is furthermore a join operation U, so that £ has the structure of a complete join semilattice (Bach 1986 ). Following Kamp & Reyle (1993), we assume that the set £ of eventualities contains a subset E of events and a subset S of states. Every eventuality is either a state or an event, that is £ = EUS. The crucial difference between the two types of eventualities is that states have homogeneous reference and satisfy Krifka's (1989) postulates of divisive and cumulative reference, whereas events have non-homogeneous reference and satisfy Krifka's postulates of quantized reference (see Appendix, part C). We take it for granted that there is a compositional procedure, which yields either a state or an event variable for every atomic eventuality description. 4 As usual in DRT, verification is defined in terms of embedding conditions. A DRS K is true in a model M iff there is an embedding function which associates members of the universe of discourse of M with the discourse referents of K such that each of the conditions in K is verified in M (see Appendix, part D).
Complex event descriptions
Logical operators introduce operations over eventualities, and build complex eventuality descriptions out of other-atomic or complexeventuality descriptions. Adverbs of quantification are the temporal counterparts of determiner expressions, and establish a relation between two sets of eventualities. As pointed out by Partee (1984) Tense restricts the domain of quantification in such a way that we only take into consideration past situations of Jane coming. 5 Partee assumes that there is a location time t already present in the top box, so that the event in the antecedent box falls within the current reference time. She also proposes to label the quantificational statement as a whole as a state. In order to obtain the state corresponding to the quantificational statement as a whole, we introduce a recursive rule for the introduction of discourse referents. As Kamp & Reyle (1993: 673) point out, it is straightforward to construct states out of triples ((, x, JP), where t is a period of time, x an individual and P a property such that t is an interval at which x has P. The state consists of the individual having the property P at time t. What properties of individuals have in common with quantified and negative statements is that they all introduce (static) conditions into the DRS. We use a generalized version of Kamp & Reyle's proposal to build states out of pairs (f, 7) of a period of time t and a condition 7 holding at that time.
(16) Recursive rule for the introduction of discourse referents:
For 7 a condition holding at time /, s:^\ and Max(s) and s==, t define the maximal state consisting of the condition 7 holding at time t.
7 can either be an atomic condition (a property ascribed to an individual) or a complex condition (that is, a negative or quantified condition). . 5 There are further contextual restrictions on the domain of quantification, eg. in (15) we only take into arr»v™t situations in which Jane is alive. We assume that such restrictions are handled fay the pragmatics.
6 The phrase 's holds at (' suggests that s and ( are coextensive rather than that they just overlap. Accordingly, we strengthen the DRT condition and take states to be coextensive with their location time, written =,. s =,t'a defined as the conjunction of; C t and ( C j, where C denotes temporal inclusion. This can be viewed as a temporal version of the 'strongest meaning hypothesis' (Dalrymple et al 1998). The DRS is true iff every (contextually relevant) event of Jane coming within the domain of quantification of the adverbial quantifier extends to her coming late.
Adverbs of quantification take two arguments, but following Kamp & Reyle we will treat negation as a one-place operator.
7 Consider example (17):
(17) Jane didn't come.
According to (17) Jane has the property of not coming at some time t in the past. We cannot view the complex negative state s that this sentence introduces as a minimal situation. It is too weak a statement to say that we can find at least one minimal situation holding at t at which Jane coming is not the case. There can be many of such eventualities without them guaranteeing the truth of (17). A similar problem arises in the interpretation of monotone decreasing indefinite NPs like at most three N(c£ Krifka 1989). In order to make a sentence like (18) true, it is not enough to find some group of students which has at most three members; we have to rule out the existence of a larger group:
(18) At most three students failed the exam.
The non-persistent character of negative sentences like (17) and (18) implies that we have to switch to maximal eventualities. Following Krifka, we interpret maximal eventualities e (generalizing over states and events) as the sum of all eventualities at some point in time: 7 We only discuss instances of negation which bear on the event as a whole. The analysis can be extended to cases like (i), in which negation' is sensitive to the presupposition-focus frame of the sentence (Kratzer 1989): (i) Jane didn't come at three o'clock p) can mean that Jane came, but not at three o'clock (maybe at four). See de Swan (1998b) for discussion.
supc is the supremum in the join semilattice of eventualities S, which gives us the sum of all the eventualities temporally included in t. Krifka describes negative eventualities as the 'fusion' of all eventualities at a given time t which are not of the type described by the sentence. The dependency on t accounts for the intuition that negative sentences typically presuppose a contextually determined period of time for which the negative state of affairs holds. Krifka's proposals lead to the definition of event predicate negation in (20):
Negation is thus a modifier which operates on an eventuality description P and yields the mavirnal state s holding at t such that no eventuality e of type P is included in J at t. This is very close to Kamp & Reyle's (1993) definition of negation in temporal semantics. The main difference is that they have just a location time outside the scope of the negation operator, whereas we define the negative condition holding at t as a state, building on the recursive rule in (16) 
THE ASPECTUAL SYSTEM OF ENGLISH AND FRENCH
The interpretation of negation and quantification as eventuality description modifiers whose input and output is a set of eventualities implies that adverbs of quantification and negation are of the same semantic type as aspectual operators like the Progressive or the Perfect This predicts that their interaction can lead to scope ambiguities. In this section, we discuss such scope ambiguities in English, and show that similar ambiguities do not arise with the French Passe Simple and Imparfait We use this as the basis for our claim that the French past tenses should not be treated as aspectual operators, but as tense operators which are sensitive to the aspectual character of their input description.
Scope ambiguities in English
The The reading of (24a) with an explicit or implicit now means that Mary is in the state of not-seeing her grandchild, this state of affairs has been going on for more than a year now, and it hasn't ended yet (24b) is similar. We propose (25) as the grammatical structure of (24a):
(25) [Pres [Perf [-» [Mary see her grand-child]]]]
The peculiarity of this use of the Perfect is that it is limited to stative predicates, as Kamp 
#Mary has seen her grandchild for over a year (now), c #Mary has written a poem for twelve years (now).
This is not just a motivation for the wide scope interpretation of the Perfect over negation; it is also an additional argument in favour of the view that negative sentences are stative.
4-2 Absence of scope ambiguities in French
In 
Aspect and coercion
The intuition behind the claim that the Passe Simple and the Imparfait are to be interpreted as aspectually sensitive tense operators can be illustrated by drawing a parallel with the nominal domain. We take the contrast between the two French past tenses to be similar to the one between determiners like much and many, little And few in examples like (29):
(29) a. There are many/few apples in the salad, b. There is much/little-apple in the salad.
In the unmarked case, determiners like many, few combine with count nouns such as chair, student, whereas determiners like much, little operate on mass nouns such as water, gold. However, a contextually governed process of
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reinterpretation may come in to satisfy the requirement on the determiner, and this will give rise to special meaning effects. Apple is a typical count noun (29a), but there is a systematic-although implicit-mapping from objects on to the 'stufP they are made of which licenses its use as a mass noun in (29b) (Link 1983; Bach 1986 ). We follow Bach (1986) in interpreting aspect shift as analogous to shifts between mass and count readings. Along these lines, the Passe Simple and the Imparfait can be viewed as similar to the determiners much and many, little and few, in the sense that they impose selection restrictions on the eventuality description they operate on: the Passe Simple only operates on events, and the Imparfait is restricted to states. Otherwise, they have the same interpretation. That is, both the Imparfait and the Passe Simple are past tenses and introduce a condition t -< « into the DRS. The aspectual selection restrictions are treated as well-formedness conditions on the DRS: the Passe Simple presupposes a condition e:^j\ and the Imparfait is only felicitous if there is a condition s: 0 in the DRS. If the felicity condition is not satisfied, a context-dependent process of reinterpretation comes in to coerce the eventuality description into a description of the right aspectual type.
Moens ( If coercion forces an eventuality description to switch from one aspectual category to another, it is an operation of the same semantic type as an aspectual operator like the Perfect or the Progressive. Coercion operators are thus interpreted as eventuality description modifiers which map sets of events on to sets of states or vice versa. Given that the ontological nature of the eventuality is specified in the DRS by means of variables s and e, we need to make aspectual transitions explicit in the DRS, even if the mapping has no morphological or syntactic reflection. To this end, we introduce coercion operators into the DRS. We write C a for the coercion of an event into a state, and Q, for coercion which maps a state onto an event.
Aspectually sensitive tense operators such as the Passe Simple and the Imparfait in French count as triggers for coercion. When a typical event description is combined with the Passe Simple, the input conditions on the tense operator are satisfied, and die DRS-construction proceeds as usual When die Passe Simple operates on a state description, the construction rules insert an operator C x to resolve the aspectual conflict Similarly, the combination of die Imparfait with a stative predicate is straightforward, but for die Imparfait to operate on an event description, the event needs to be coerced into a state. This is handled by the introduction of a coercion operator C^. As in (30) and ( 
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The state of knowing the answer is coerced into an event by giving the sentence an inchoative reading. The result is ah event which, in the usual way, is included in its location time. In the discourse, it will function as an event, and establish temporal relations accordingly.
French has no Progressive verb form, so the transition of an event to the state of the event being in progress is a free transition as long as the meaning is supported by the context (33a): The examples worked out in Figures 10 and 11 illustrate that in the DRSrepresentation, we just need to make sure we have a variable of the right aspectual type to satisfy the aspectual constraints of the tense operator. Accordingly, we define construction rules which check the input conditions for the operator, and insert a coercion operator C u or C a whenever the aspectual constraints are not satisfied. We assume that the value of the coercion operation is uniquely determined in the context, even though this might be an oversimplification. The analysis is thus set up in such a way that the well-formedness of the DRS is saved by the introduction of a coercion operator, but the verification of the DRS is dependent on the felicity of specific aspectual transitions in the context (compare de Swart 1998a for more details of this analysis of the Passe Simple and the Iniparfait).
Quantificational contexts in French
We can now return to the quantificational contexts, and explain the meaning effects which arise in (28), repeated here as (34) on the basis of the semantics we adopt for the French past tenses:
(
34) a. Max partait toujours quand Marie rentrait Max always left-IMP when Marie came-IMP home b. (Pendant deux mois) Max partit toujours quand Marie rentra (For two months) Max always left-PS when Marie came-PS home
The Passe Simple and the Imparfait are tense operators which operate on the highest discourse referent Thus, they cannot take narrow scope with respect to the adverb of quantification. The recursive rule for the introduction of discourse referents introduces a state variable for the quantificational relation as a whole. This satisfies the input conditions on the Imparfait (c£ Figure 12) . In order for the quantificational relation to be compatible with the Passe Simple in (34b), a coercion operator must be inserted. The addition of boundaries is sufficient to give the eventuality quantized reference (Krifka 1989) , and to treat it as an event in the DRS in Figure 13 . Given that the Passe Simple and the Imparfait are interpreted at the level of the quantificational relation as a whole, the temporal relation between the eventualities described by the main and subordinate clause remains underspecified. This is indicated by the symbol ^, which indicates succession or overlap. The type distinction between aspectual operators and tense operators predicts that the Progressive applies at a lower' level than the Passe Simple/Imparfait' The scoping relations explain why the contrast between Simple Past and Progressive is preserved under quantification in English, whereas the related contrast in French disappears in such contexts. 
Negation and aspectuality in French
The Passe Simple and the Imparfait apply to event and state variables, respectively. According to the recursive rule for the introduction of discourse referents, negative sentences refer to states. Building on these two insights, we predict that the combination of negation with the Imparfait is straightforward, whereas combination with the Passe Simple requires coercion of the negative state. The addition of boundaries is sufficient to give the eventuality quantized reference, and to treat it as an event in the DRS. This analysis accounts for the French version of the 'smile' examples in (7) The DRS captures the intuition that there is no event of catching during the time of the run. Thus, this DRS resembles the one in Figure 6 , rather than the one in Figure 5 , as desired. 8 We have shown in this section that the recursive rule for the introduction of discourse referents combined with the interpretation of the Passe Simple and the Imparfait as aspectually sensitive tenses provides the right interpretation for all the French sentences discussed. Given that all the components of this analysis have been independently motivated, this is an interesting result The examples discussed so far have a relatively simple discourse structure. They illustrate the default situation in which two event sentences describe a succession of events (36a), an event sentence followed by a stative sentence describes a structure of temporal inclusion of the event in the state (36b), and two stative sentences describe global simultaneity of two states (38a). However, as we already observed in section 2 above, these * The English examples come out (lightly different in oar theory than the DRSj constructed after the null hypothesis. In particular, die negated boxes will be labelled as states. However, this does not affect the comparison. default relations can be over-ruled. Accordingly, Lascarides & Asher (1993) and others have argued that we need to take into account the rhetorical structure of the discourse. In section 5.2, we sketch an approach to French along these lines. In section 5.3, the analysis is extended to include English. In that context, Paul's disappointment is not naturally related to his getting worked up or him still waiting, so the discourse is not coherent In (47c), the negative Imparfait sentence also establishes a Background relation, but it is followed by another negative sentence, this time in the Passe Simple. We can establish an Occasion relation between the last two Passe Simple sentences: it is the event of his friends definitely not showing up which leads to his disappointment The quantized nature of the negative event closes off the period of waiting. The natural interpretation is that Paul is disappointed as a reaction to the guests definitely not-arriving, and follows it in time. The analysis sketched in this section combines a theory of rhetorical structure with a set of temporal constraints on the French past tenses to account for the temporal structure of narrative discourses involving affirmative and negative sentences alike. In the next section, it will become clear that the English 'smile' examples can be interpreted in a similar way. This still leaves the past progressive version of the smile example to be accounted for. The introduction of rhetorical relations triggering coercion might suggest that posteriority should be a possible interpretation in (49b) as well, but of course it is not We base our explanation of this fact on Asher's (1993) observation that states are closed under negation, but events are not We take the fact that states are closed under negation to mean that negation applied to states has no aspectual effects. We assume that the negation of a state is 'transparent' in the sense that the negative sentence inherits its aspectual nature from its affirmative counterpart Given that aspect constrains the set of admissible rhetorical relations, this means that negative sentences inherit constraints on discourse structure from their affirmative counterparts. This is formulated in the following inheritance principle:
Discourse structure and negation in French
Discourse structure and negation in English
(51) Negation of states
The discourse relations that a sentence describing the negation of a state enters into constitute a (not necessarily proper) subset of the admissible rhetorical relations for its affirmative counterpart As Dowty (1986) points out, the Progressive tends to express overlap with the events described in the previous discourse. He suggests that this is due to the semantics of the Progressive, which abstracts away from the start and finish of the situation. The feeling of being 'in the middle of things' does not easily allow in inchoative of a bounded event reading. 9 If a Progressive sentence is not easily reinterpreted as an event it will not normally describe a response to another event Thus, unlike (48a), (48b) forces temporal overlap. If it is true that stative sentences preserve aspectual structure under negation, we expect the same relation of temporal overlap to hold for the negative counterpart of the progressive sentences in (49b). This interpretation of (49b) is spelled out in In section 2 above, we showed that the temporal structure of (52b) cannot be derived from the actual discourse structure of (52a). If (52b) involves the relation of Result, this triggers an interpretation in terms of succession. If we take the room not being very bright to be the reason for Paul to switch on the light, we establish a relation of Explanation, which locates the negative state before the event of the first sentence.' Knowledge of the world makes a relation of Explanation unlikely in the context of (52a), but (52c) shows that it is quite plausible in other contexts. This means that both Result and Explanation are among the possible discourse relations the affirmative stative sentence can establish. The discourses in (52) confirm our view that the inheritance principles needs to be defined in terms of admissible, rather than actual rhetorical relations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that there are interesting differences between the aspectual systems of English and French. We argued that the Passe Simple and the Imparfait are not interpreted as aspectual operators, but as tense operators which are sensitive to the aspectual nature of the eventuality description they operate on. As a result, the French past tenses always take wide scope with respect to logical operators like negation and quantification. We have shown that the treatment of negative sentences as states does not exclude the possibility of them being presented as events, as long as we recognize the crucial role coercion plays in both English and French. Our proposal can be viewed as a generalized version of the analysis of negative sentences developed by Kamp & Reyle (1993) .
